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Abstract- In this paper we present a new robust approach for eye localization adopted into lip reading in mobile environments, where the input image is assumed to contain a single face. Firstly, we segment eye candidates regions using intensity information in YCbCr color space. Then coupled regions of eye candidates including assumed eye brows are extracted with the restrictions of morphology and geometry characteristics of eyes in frontal face. GMM is applied next to validate exact eye couple. Keyword: eye localization, lip-reading, coupled eyes, Gaussian Mixture Model I.



INTRODUCTION



Since the last few years, lip reading or speech reading has attracted lots of attentions to enhance speech recognition performances. It’s because the visual movements of lip contain the information of speech articulation. The first step in lip reading system is to detect lip regions in face images. A common approach is the face detection based method. That is, the face region is detected by skin color information and then the lip detection is performed using the information of facial structure. However, the color information is so variable due to illumination change that exact face detection is not easy in dynamic lighting condition of indoor and outdoor environments. By the way, fortunately, in mobile application of lip reading only one face is assumed to be located near the image center. Thus, we can directly detect eye centers without face detection. Eye centers are very good features for setting a proper region including lip. In this paper, we propose a robust method of eye localization for mobile phone based lip reading with a little tolerance of localization accuracy. The main purpose of eye detection is to set a sufficient lip region, where the fine lip analysis would be performed. Various approaches have been proposed for eye localization during the last decade. These approaches are generally grouped into three categories: image matching, machine learning and image processing based methods. Image matching based methods [1, 2] first construct eye templates, and then compare them with subimages in the areas to be detected. The sub-image with the highest matching score is considered as the eye. Machine learning methods usually construct a classifier or detector to distinguish eye and non-eye regions. This kind of methods needs numerous training data to obtain good performance



and consume much time for searching eye regions. In [3], Adaboost detector is applied to segment eye regions and further fast radials symmetry process is used to locate eye center. Image processing based methods usually use edges, corners, intensity, color or other characteristics of the face to locate eyes. In [9], face is extracted firstly base on skin color information, then vertical projection in hue image is used to locate eye region; at last the eye center is located by a peak value extraction algorithm. In this paper, we present a new robust eye localization algorithm being applicable to lip reading system. The proposed method uses both intensity and geometry information for extracting eye candidate regions. In mobile phone environments, the image or video is assumed to contain single frontal face. The image is converted to YCbCr color space, and binarilized using threshold technique. As the result, we segment eye candidate regions such as: eyes, eyebrows, nostrils, lips, spectacles, hair, ears, and so on. Then geometry characteristics of eyes are applied to reject non-eye regions and keep possible ones. Finally, we use GMM to validate eye candidates and pick up the eye couple with the highest probability. Because this eye detection is applied to lip reading system, nearly exact eye center is acceptable instead of precise eye center. So the center point of eye region can be considered eye center. In next sections, the whole eye localization algorithm and experiment results will be explained in details. II.



EYE LOCALIZATION



Our eye localization method is summarized in Figure 1. Input RGB Image



Y Image



Eye Candiates Segmentation



Eye Center



Eye Validation Figure 1 Flow chart of eye localization. A. Eye Candidate Segmentation In mobile lip-reading application, the face is supposed locating at center of screen, so the eye region should belong
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to a potential region in image, called mask (Figure 2). The input image is firstly converted to YCbCr color space, and then the Y component is used to segment eye candidate regions. One important property of eye is that it’s always darker than skin and other regions. So we can take advantage of this to segment image into regions that can be considered as eye regions. The image in mask region is then binarilized by using threshold techniques. The pixels having intensity less than threshold value are set to 1, otherwise set to 0. Now in binary image, we have eye candidate regions with pixel value 1 (Figure 3, 4).



Thresholds



Eye Candidates Segmentation



Eye Couples Extraction






Couples of eyes



Decrease Thresholds



>=1 Eye Validation



Figure 2 Mask Image. Figure 5 Adaptive Segmentation Algorithm.



Figure 3 Input Y Image and Binarilized Image. 1. 2. 3.



4. 5. 6. 7. 8.



Init mask image, contain potential eye region Compute min threshold and max threshold based on intensity information of Y image For pixel in Y Image having intensity value less than min threshold is set to 1 (object), otherwise set to 0 (background). Create edge map image edgeIm from Y image Dilate edgeIm by rectangle structure element. edgeIm=1-edgeIm The binarilized image is the product of Y image, edgeIm and mask. Connected component analysis is applied on this binarilized image for next processing.



Figure 6 Eye Candidates Remaining. GMM is a statistical model or density model that comprise a number of component functions. We contruct Gaussian Mixture probality density function (pdf) from training data. Then for each eye candidate, we calculate its probability. After that, one having hightest probability will be chosen as eye region (Figure 7). Eye candidates



Training data Feature extraction Module



Figure 4 Segmentation Algorithm.



Feature vectors



Because intensity value is very sensitive to the changes of illumination so our segmentation algorithm is made adaptively. The threshold value is increased or decreased until eye candidates are well segmented (Figure 5).



Gaussian Mixture PDF {Probability}



B. Eye Validation using GMM



Eye



This step aims to validate which candidate region is eye region. To reduce time cost in validation step, the process rejects non-eye regions using physical characteristics of eye. The regions, having too big or small areas, height greater then width 3 times, will be considered as non-eye and be rejected. Figure 6 shows in the result after rejecting some non eye regions.



Max



Figure 7 Eye Validation Diagram. In feature extraction module (Figure 11), Haar wavelet transform is aplied to extract features for eye image. It is well known that Haar wavelet transform can deal very well with features in face such as nostril, eyes, and lip. And then PCA is used to reduce the feature dimension.
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In our study, we construct 3 training data types to perform experiments (Figure 8, 9, 10). The first data contains single eyes, in which left eye and right eye are independent. The second one, each image is a couple of left eye and right eye. And the last one, each image is a couple of eyes including eyebow regions. Figure 12 Couple eye candidates. In this case, we model the second data with 5 Gaussian mixtures. The validation procedure is the same as the last one. All sample images are normalized to size 142x31, downsampled to 36x8. After taking Haar wavelet transform, we get 18x4 features for each image. Next, we apply PCA to extract first 15 principle components. The performance of this validation method is much better than the last one. But in some cases, eyebrow is very similar to close eye, so this may cause wrong detection. In order to solve this shortcoming, eyebrow region is included to eye-couple image for both GMM and validation (Figure 13).



Figure 8 Single eye samples.



Figure 9 Couple eye samples.



Figure 10 Couple eye with eyebrow samples. 1.



Validate single eye



All images in first sample data are normalized to standard size 71x31 and downsampled to 36x16 before Haar wavelet transform is applied to get 16x8 features. We also use PCA to reduce dimensionality of feature vectors. As result, each eye image is presented by 8 features. All 600 feature vectors are used to estimate Gaussian mixture PDF models with 3 conponents. From the center of each eye candidate region, we take eye image with size 71x31 and then the same feature extraction procedure is applied to this eye image. Finally, each eye candidate has its own probability. The candidates with greatest probabilities are chosen as true eyes in image. This validation method is so simple but does not show an excellent performance.The mose errors are due to eyebrows, thick spectacles, hair and other objects. In the next section, coupled eye validation apprach is introduced, in which physical properties of eyes, such as symetry and correlation , are taken into account to enhance detection rate.



Figure 13 some eyes and eye couples candidates. III.



EXPERIMENT RESULTS



In our study, we recorded videos of 105 different persons in standard, indoor and outdoor environments. Each frame has size 640x480. This data is used to verify our proposed algorithm. We contructed 600 single eye samples, 1000 eye couple samples and 1000 eye couple with eyebrow samples to build Gaussian mixture PDF seperately. Figure 14-16 show somes detection results with different eye status and diffirent environments. The experiment shows that when we validate eye candidate with eyebrow , the performance is much more efficient.



Downsampling



Haar Wavelet Transform



PCA



Normal Eye



Closed Eye with Gap



Figure 11 Feature extraction Module. 2.



Validate couple eye



Among eye candidates obtained from last step, a preprocessing step selects eye couples by considering geometry characteristics of left and right eye. All couples, having too large or small distance, low correlation, large height distance, are rejected. Firgure 12 shows the result as couple eye extraction.



Eye with Spectacle



Eye with Spectacle and cap



Figure 14 Detection results - Standard DB.
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IV.



Normal Eye



Eye with Spectacle



Closed Eye with Spectacle



Closed Eye with Gap



CONCLUSION



In this paper, we presented a simple and robust method for eye localization. Both intensity information and physical properties of eyes are used to find the center of left eye and right eye. The main idea is to validate cadidate regions of left and right eyes simultaneously with coupled images. The intensity information is used to segment eye candidate regions, and then the potential eye couples are extracted based on geometry characteristics of eyes in frontal face image. These couples of eyes are finally validated using GMM to decide the best candidate. The experiment shows that our method works so well against the dynamicity of eyes and lightening conditions. and different environments. Our method aslo take small time cost, so that it is feasible to lip reading system in mobile environments. REFERENCES



Figure 15 Detection results - Indoor DB.
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Eye with Spectacle
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Figure 16 Detection results - Outdoor DB. Table 1 shows the detection comparision of three validation methods in standard, indoor and outdoor environments. Table 1 Comparision of different validation methods. Standard DB Single eye Validation Couple eye Validation Couple eye with eyebrow Validation
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